
Class 12: Direct Marketing 
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Functional Areas of IMCı

IMC



Direct Marketingı

the practice of delivering 
promotional messages 

directly to customers and 
potential customers


(i.e. telephone, email, mail, online, 

etc)


interactive|database-driven

Producer Consumer



Direct Marketingı



Benefit of Direct 
Marketingı



What Are Direct Marketing’s Strategies? 



Components of ı
Direct Marketingı
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the offer
all about 
delivering the 
message... 

operational decisions 
about how customer 

responses will be 
processed

database targeting
responses

fulfillment

customer service functions
privacy protection



Direct Mailı



Direct Mailı

One form of direct response advertising that uses 
mail rather than other media to deliver a brand offer







Direct Mailı





Direct Mailı



Direct Mail ı
Ads & Dis Adsı

advantages

-addressability 
 
-can receive more attention 
than advertising 

-can cut through clutter

-personalized & can be 
tailored to any shape/size

disadvantages

-postage can be costly

-some offers can be 
costly to produce 

-complex direct mail 
require long lead time



Telemarketingı



Telemarketingı

the practice of using the telephone to deliver a brand 
message designed to create a sales or sales lead

advantages

-personal
 
-addressability 

-interactive

disadvantages

-human callers = costly

-intrusive (unwanted 
calls)

-plain annoying



Evaluatingı
Direct Marketingı



Elements that ı
should be tested...ı
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Elements that ı
should be tested...ı

istL
1.House List

2. Response List
3. Compiled List / 

Rent List



Testing Equationsı

RESPONSE RATE = 

number of responses

number of offers 

mailed/ contact

 100 
ppl

/ 500 = 20 %
i.e.

COST PER SALE = total cost of mailing + productionnumber of sales made

$1000/
= $200 per sale

i.e.

5 sales

$

   response rate
   cost per sale

One rule of thumb:  in most direct-marketing programs, a 
customer isn’t profitable until the third time he or she buys



Elements that ı
should be tested...ı

fferO



Ads & Dis ads of ı
Direct Marketingı

advantages
-personalized 
 communication

-messages can be 
 prepared quickly

-easily measured 
based on response rates

-continuous relationship 
 can be built 

-activities less visible 
 to competitors

disadvantages
-database investment            
can be high

-response rates are  
typically low 

-can be annoying



10 ways to get more ı
from your DM programı

1.ı
2.ı
3.ı
4.ı
5.ı
6.ı
7.ı
8.ı
9.ı

10.ı

Make stronger offers

Mind the basics

Budget based on lifetime value

Close the circle

Test

Reflect the brand

Innovate

Optimize your website

Learn why people say ‘No’

Learn why people say ‘Yes’



Final Note: ı
the Direct Marketing winners will 

be those organizations who:
-Are creative in making their 

appeals stand out
-Are sensitive to consumer 

privacy concerns


